Thank you for hosting a party with me!
YOUR JOB AS

HOST IS SIMPLE

I want this to be super easy for you! Many hosts put out refreshments, so you are welcome to
do this if you would like. I encourage simplicity; a fresh veggie tray and some bottled water is a
perfect combination for the demonstrations I’ll be doing at your party.
There are only a few things I ever want my hosts to do, and the biggest of those is to send a few
text messages. The guest list can actually be pretty easy, all you need to do is text this message
to your friends, and then forward the replies to me! To earn the most rewards for you, our goal
needs to be around 10 guests. In the past I’ve found that I need to invite about 40 family and
friends to get 10 in attendance.
Suggested text message
“Hey (insert name), I have not seen you in forever! I miss you! I’m having a little get together
soon and I wanted to send you an invite. Can you give me your email and mailing address?”

MY JOB AS

YOUR CONSULTANT

My parties are pretty quick! I know you and your friends are busy, you probably don’t get a ton of time to
spend together, so I want this to be an opportunity for you and your friends to truly reconnect without any
distractions, including me. I’ll keep my party to about an hour so that will leave you some time to enjoy each
others’ company after the demonstrations.
The party is only fun when YOU truly enjoy yourself! The key to that is choosing a great theme you’ll enjoy
and coordinating the best demonstrations to go with it. My favorite part of the party is demonstrations...
bringing out my Essential Oils and letting you and the guests try them firsthand! I love seeing the joy come
across someone’s face when I can help their pain by applying oils to their feet. Teaching you how to make
safe products, for a fraction of store cost, is the highlight of my business! I have an extensive list of themes
for you to choose from, so let’s connect very soon to discuss the theme you find most exciting.

IMPORTANT

I N F O R M AT I O N

HOW TO

CO N TA C T

Online Ordering: Guests who cannot attend in person can order via a convenient online link.
Payment Options: Cash, Credit/Debit Cards, Checks
Party Crashers: Encourage your guests to bring an adult friend you did not invite to the party; when they do
they will be registered to win!
Party Day: I will arrive at your house 15 minutes prior to the start of your party.
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